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Network analysis reveals
bottlenecks that stifle collaboration
Discover what was preventing a major FMCG
organisation from collaborating more effectively and
reducing its dependency on those in senior positions.
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“That explains why I don’t have time to breathe,”
said Tony1 with a resigned sigh.
Tony was reviewing the results of a Complete Network
Analysis with his Complete practitioner and, for the
first time, had absolute clarity on what was stifling
collaboration and progress at his global FMCG
organisation.

Diagnosing barriers to success

The power of network analysis

As in many industries, this organisation was facing
a rapidly changing market.

Modern organisations are driven by their internal
network of relationships. These networks do not
adhere to traditional organisational charts and
structures but span reporting lines, departments,
functions, and geographies.

Tony knew the leadership team needed to
improve collaboration between the different
functions, increase engagement across work
levels, and create a culture of innovation within
the organisation in order to succeed. However,
he recognised that first he needed to understand
what exactly was preventing the organisation
from capitalising on opportunities.
Get the diagnosis right and the remedy will work.
This was the ideal context for the Complete

Network Analysis.

… the competitive advantage
of organisations lies … in the
relationships between their
people
1
2

Name changed
Mishra, 2017,2018, & Dyer, 1998

Research has shown that the competitive
advantage of organisations lies not in their
technological assets and capital, but in the
relationships among their people2.
The Complete Network Analysis maps these
networks of relationships and makes explicit how
they are driving day-to-day operations, building,
and sustaining organisational culture and setting
the strategic direction of the organisation.
The analysis is comprehensive in its diagnostic
capability and reveals how an organisation exists
and functions in the real world. This can and often
does, defy expectations of carefully constructed
organisational charts and structures.
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Exposing silos and hierarchy
The Complete Network Analysis results for Tony’s organisation showed that lack of collaboration,
engagement and innovation were not a result of a lack of desire or talent, on the contrary there was
plenty of that within the organisation. The challenges facing the organisation were the silos and
hierarchy that were operating in a previously undiscovered feedback loop (see figure 1).
Figure 1. Connectivity between departments

The organisation was designed with manufacturing facilities in one geography and every other part of the
organisation fed into these facilities. Global supply chains fed in raw materials and technology, the
product team channelled customer requirements and the R&D team supplied the latest technology and
manufacturing methods. The manufacturing facilities then took the inputs and manufactured and supplied
the products to customers around the world. This entire process was overseen and managed from the
headquarters in London.
Challenges arose because the different functions were servicing their own narrow slices of the business,
with the responsibility of coordinating with manufacturing facilities falling on a few individuals in senior
positions. Relationships between different functions within the organisation became transactional;
manufacturing facilities were thought of as suppliers rather than colleagues with whom they should build
and sustain meaningful relationships. This resulted in an organisation that was a collection of internal
stakeholders with different interests rather than a collective and cohesive group working towards a
common goal.

… the organisation was a
collection of internal
stakeholders with different
interests rather than a collective
and cohesive group working
towards a common goal
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Bottlenecks stifling progress
The senior level stakeholders who were coordinating between their functions and manufacturing
facilities were focal points for relationships and decision making as they expedited processes, oversaw
operations, and implemented strategy. This gave them disproportionate influence within their part of the
business and, as a result, the ability of an individual to influence that part of the business relied solely on
their relationship with their senior stakeholder. This created problematic bottlenecks.
Figure 2. Influence of individuals in the organisation (disproportionately concentrated at the top; Level X)

Senior level stakeholders [had] disproportionate influence … this
created problematic bottlenecks.
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The organisation’s network of bottlenecks pushed decision making up the hierarchy and ultimately to
Tony, where decisions of any significance, be they operational, cultural, or strategic, had to be made.
As a result, Tony wasted time making decisions on issues that could have been decided and managed
within the localised network. This also took Tony, and the senior leadership team’s energy, resources,
and time, away from steering the organisational strategy.

Figure 3. Leadership team connectivity - Network diagram shows Tony at the centre of the network

Tony wasted time making decisions on issues that could have been
decided and managed within the localised network
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Creating collaborations and
increasing efficiency
The first step in prompting the change needed
was to ensure a common understanding of the
problem.
Complete ran workshops for each member of
Tony’s senior leadership team and then the wider
management team.
The Complete Network Analysis data was
shared with everyone and the twin issues of silos
and hierarchy were highlighted.
The resulting bottlenecks and excessive demands
on the senior leadership team were obvious and
clearly understood.

The Complete interventions focused not only on
explaining what was preventing progress, but also
revealed how the organisation could enhance
collaboration to reduce the dependence on those
in senior positions and build a more connected
organisation.
Modern organisations operate as networks of
relationships which are constantly changing and
evolving.
Discovering the underlying patterns of connectivity
is critical to understanding the organisation and its
workings.
Complete Network Analysis reveals these
patterns and helps transform organisations to be
more agile and innovative.

Discovering the underlying patterns of
connectivity is critical to understanding the
organisation and its workings.
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